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Technologies of the Self is published at Brain Mill Press, where it won the Driftless Novella Contest. In the short

time since release, it has generated a swarm of early buzz from NPR’s WSHU Radio, McClatchyDC, 3 Quarks

Daily, Scroll.in, Asian American Writers’ Workshop’s The Margins, Media Diversified, Bookmuse

(Recommended Read), Locus (Recommended Read), Spread the Word, and altMuslimah. The book made its

U.S. launch at McNally Jackson Bookstore in NYC (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiY4JWVRq_4). I was

invited to speak about the book at the Bare Lit Festival for Writers of Color (London:

http://www.indiewire.com/2016/03/enter-a-space-of-unfettered-imagination-as-fantasy-writers-talk-afrofuturism-

historical-fantasy-speculative-fiction-154873), The Muslim Protagonist Literary Symposium (Columbia

University), and Readercon (Quincy, MA). McSweeney's awarded the prequel story to the book, "Forty-two

Reasons," the top prize in its coveted Student Short Story Contest. A gamut of accomplished and well-

respected authors and reviewers have endorsed the book.

Synopsis:
In this timely and instantly notable fiction debut, Haris A. Durrani immerses readers in the life of a young

American Muslim struggling to understand himself in the context of his family, classmates, and contemporary

urban life. Engineering student Jihad, or “Joe” as he introduces himself in the confusing intersections of post

9/11 New York City, finds himself on a personal quest of possibly a spiritual nature, even if he isn’t sure that’s

what it is – after all, it’s hard enough to keep halal in his Dominican-Pakistani-Muslim Washington Heights

household. He’s surprised to find himself in the stories his Uncle Tomás tells of his own youth, stories in which

Tomás fights both the devil and the weaknesses of the flesh – often at the same time. Culture, nation, religion,

family, identity, race, and time fight for dominion over Jihad until he realizes he is facing the same demon his

uncle claims to have defeated, and all Jihad has to fight with is himself.

Praise for Technologies of the Self:
"A confident, wildly inventive debut, not to mention fizzy and fun and funny as hell – one of the best I have read

in a long time." - H.M. Naqvi, author of Home Boy

"Technologies of the Self is an ingenious examination of the layers that inform identity, and the

struggle to shape how its ‘drum will sound’. If you’re a fan of Junot Díaz, or of Chimamanda Ngozi

Adichie’s Americanah, you’ll find similar themes covered here with flair and humour, and yet magically packed

into far fewer words." - Media Diversified

"Durrani’s writing is clever and current, beach reading for the justifiably paranoid. These are stories about

colonialism, neoliberalism, conspiracy bullshit, and a Trumped-out America at the gates of hell, which is why I

find it such a miracle that they’ve got so much time for family dinners and high school romances, too. Durrani’s
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mix of pulp culture, diaspora angst, and world/family history is so precise, I can’t help but think of Junot Díaz.

And that’s not a superficial comparison -- the writing is there, too. That’s the potential I see." - Buffalo Almanack

“Technologies of the Self is brave and ruthless, gorgeous, and delicious. It is really magical and magically real:

an unfiltered, unapologetic, and unforgettable narrative.” - Daniel José Older, author of Shadowshaper and

the Bone Street Rumba series

"Haris Durrani's wonderful tale is as much about family, jobs, friends and growing up as it is about demons,

time travel, and God - and that's as it should be. Rich, humane, funny and outlandish, it presages a great

career for a young writer with lavish gifts and a generous spirit." - John Crowley, author of Little, Big

"Haris Durrani's debut is both a quirky coming-of-age story and a meditation on the technologies we

use to make ourselves: immigration, religious conversion, science fiction, sex. It's so true to mixed experience,

it feels defiant." - Sofia Samatar, winner of the World Fantasy Award

"In the tradition of Junot Díaz, Durrani offers a rare peek into the rich, often surprising, cultural complexities of

being Latino and Muslim in post 9/11 America, an inimitable novella about wrestling with identity where the

costs couldn’t be higher. Funny, original, and wonderfully written, Technologies of the Self will keep you

turning pages and leave you impressed." - Murad Kalam, author of Night Journey

“A subtle and controlled gaze at the contemporary coming-of-age that trusts the reader to travel across time

and science. Prerequisites in demonology and philosophy not required but are recommended. This is the kind

of yes-yes world-embracing story-telling to challenge plastic realism and announce a writer.” - Ali Eteraz, author

of Native Believer

"Beautifully written, eloquent, Mr. Durrani's novella evokes time travel in the only way we can make sense of it -

through memory. The book is thick with images that rise up larger than themselves, stronger than themselves,

softer than themselves." - Paul Park, author of Princess of Roumania

“Fantastic, taut, lyrical, funny, and vivid - a family history of faith, time travel, and selfhood in the face of saints

and demons.” - Max Gladstone, author of Last First Snow

"In his role as an outsider, Jihad’s electric voice carries the narrative with vivid descriptions of intimate family

mythologies tied in with Dominican, American and colonial history... One can hope for more in future from this

brilliant young author." - Tendai Huchu, author of The Hairdresser of Harare

“Undoubtedly, Technologies’ strength is its ability to collapse fascinating discursive layers into charged

symbols.” – The Monarch Review
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“Technologies of the Self is not exactly what the general reader might expect from science fiction / fantasy.

Magic realism perhaps comes closer. But the book defies categorisation. The nearest I can come to summing it

up is: a reflection on religion, philosophy and identity, by an author with the mind of a scientist and the soul of a

poet.” – Bookmuse (Recommended Read)

“The SF/fantasy angle is important, but it is one of those stories that use that angle as a way of getting at its

(very involving) story of Jihad and his identity (or identities).” - Rich Horton, Locus Magazine (Recommended

Read)

Author bio:

Haris A. Durrani is the author of Technologies of the Self (Brain Mill Press, 2016), winner of the Driftless

Novella Contest. His short story, "Forty-two Reasons Your Girlfriend Works for the FBI, CIA, NSA, ICE,

S.H.I.E.L.D., Fringe Division, Men in Black, or Cylon Overlords" (Buffalo Almanack, 2015) won the

McSweeney's Student Short Story Contest and the Inkslinger Award for Creative Excellence, and his

novelette Tethered (Analog Science Fiction and Fact, July-August 2013; reprinted in Lightspeed, May 2016)

was a Writers of the Future Semifinalist. Buffalo Almanack editor Maxine Vande Vaarst described his work as

"stories about colonialism, neoliberalism, conspiracy bullshit, and a Trumped-out America at the gates of hell."

His essays, memoirs, and academic works have appeared in Catapult, The New York Review of Science

Fiction, Media Diversified, and altMuslimah. He edited The Best Teen Writing of 2012. His academic article,

"Space Law, Shari’a, and the Legal Place of a Scientific Enterprise," is forthcoming from Comparative Islamic

Studies. He is a 2009 alum of the Alpha Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror Workshop for Young Writers and was a

2011 Portfolio Gold Medalist in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards, for which he currently serves on the

Alumni Council.

Durrani is a J.D. student at Columbia Law School, where he looks at the intersections of technology and

disenfranchised communities, with an eye on space law. He holds an M.Phil. in History and Philosophy of

Science from the University of Cambridge; he researched the international politics of spaceflight and debates in

medieval Islamicate science and philosophy. He also holds a B.S. in Applied Physics from Columbia University

School of Engineering and Applied Science, where he minored in Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African

Studies and co-founded The Muslim Protagonist Literary Symposium on "literature as an agent of social

change" for Muslim communities and allies.


